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Reiner + Christiane Bode                                                                 Kulenkampffallee 167,  

                                                                                                         28213 Bremen,  

                                                                                                         Tel.: 0421 – 68 47 46 04, 

                                                                                                         Fax: 0421 – 70 89 59 96, 

                                                                                                         Mobil: 0152 – 34 22 83 57 

 

 
 

R. + C. Bode-Kulenkampffallee 167- 28213 Bremen 

 

British Airways Kundenbetreuung 

EU Compensation Claims 

PO Box 1126 

Uxbridge 

UB8 9XS 

 

United Kingdom                                                                              Bremen, 15th of July 2022 

 

 

 

Reference: QVJOFE 

Our Booking:  

1. Flybooking: AA 6608, 04th July 2022 to London/ AA6955 London to Los Angeles: 

arriving 01:00 PM in LAX + (booked over Janos Bode, 133E Pine Street, Altadena, 

CA, 91101, USA). + Extra-Order for seats: 110€.  

2. Flybooking: BA 969, for 05th July 2022 to London/ AA 135 London to Los 

Angeles: planing arriving 17:15 PM in LAX + Extra-Order for Luggage: 120€ 

(QRIBKQ): OUR business!  

 

 

Dear Ladies and gentlemen,  

 

for the 04th July 22 to the 12th July 22, we needed to fly from Germany Hamburg, to Los 

Angeles, for a wedding from the son of my husband Reiner Bode, from the 08th of July to the 

09th of July 2022. Look also under the Internet-Adress: Tom Schneider and Janos Bode 

https://foreverdeko.com. The theme for the wedding were 1920, so we needed to rent extra 

customs. That’s the story, why we fly to Los Angeles.  

 

In the next part oft he letter, we write our travel-route, in the beginning, you can see how it has 

to bee. First I have to explain, that we miss the first fly: AA6608, at the 04th of July, cause I 

forgot the passport at home, drive back to Bremen, catch the passport and drive back to the 

airport Hamburg in time, cause I arrived at 06:40 AM, flying-time: 07:00 AM! The flight has 

gone too late with 40 min. lateness, so told us another passenger, that happened the same 

flight-adventure, so that I should have get the fly, if the stuff from the aiport have had more 

flexibelity!  

 

The same day, 04th of July 2022 we booked a new fly: BA 969, for the next day. And get the 

message, that we must book the fly complete new, cause BA canceled the fly back to germany 

as „no show“! So BA win 1.700€, good work from the aiport-stuff! And more, cause the son of 

my husband, Janos Bode flys often for his job say, if we book the fly the same day, as we 

missed, the fly cost nothing else more! Our pay: 3.502,16€, plus 120€ for luggage extra. We 

https://foreverdeko.com/
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expect to come  to Los Angeles for  the 05th July 2022. So we get an information to our rented 

Appartement, that we missed fly and expect to arrive later.  

 

And now our real route for flying to Los Angeles:  

 

05th July 2022:  

 

- BA 969 Hamburg > London, depart 14:35 PM: real time departing: 15:15 PM:  

  So we missed the connected fly AY 5785, departed time: 17:15 PM.  

 

- Hotel Best Western London: 199,00£ (with breakfast), 

- Shuttle                                     25,99£.  

- World Duty Free, 1 water          1,45£. 

 

At the London Airport we ask for the luggage, and get the answer, that our luggage is on the 

way to LAX.  

 

06th of July 2022:   

 

- BA 193 London > Dallas, departed 13:05 PM (we think we are earlier in LAX, so we take this   

  fly at the airport as the airport – stuff booked the new fly),  

   

- AA 810 Dallas > Los Angeles (LAX), departed 09:09 AM (thats explained!): real departed –    

  time: 10:05 PM, so we missed the fly to Los Angeles too:  

 

- Hotel Marriott, Dallas: 237,41$ (only the room!), 

- 2 Dinner: 90$. 

 

07th of July 2022: 

 

- AA 288 Dallas > Los Angeles (Ontario), at the cheque-in for the fly to Los Angeles, Airport,  

  we get the message, that we get flytickets for the Airport Ontario! That’s not our Airport, the  

  hole time! So we need a new booking again for fly Dallas > Los Angeles Airport,  

 

- AA 2543, Depart 10:57 AM.  

 

At the aftermidday from the 07th of July 2022 we arrived Los Angeles.  

 

Here we get the news, that our luggage is in London. We should call the next day tot he 

baggage-service-point, to knew, when, or were we can take our luggage.  

 

Now we must take a taxi to the Appartment in Long Beach, cause our son can’t take us, we’re 

much too late, he should drived us on Monday, now he didn’t had any time, he’s in the middle 

for his wedding-planning! 

 

- Taxi from Los Angeles, Airport > 229 West, 6th street, Long Beach, California, ‚Casa Bonita‘- 

  Appartement: 82.96$. 

 

From the 04th of July we payed for the day 125$ for the appartement, without living there: 

375,00$,  
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08th of July 2022:   

 

- we call the Baggage-Service in Los Angeles Airport. Now we get the message, that 1  

  suitcase is in Hamburg, Germany and 1 suitcase in London. We shall call the next day, so  

  we hear more, how we can get the luggage, if it is possible! Once more: It’s the wedding-day:  

  we needed the clothes therefore!  

 

We went to a shop, to get some clothes and shoes for the wedding and all days, if our luggage 

is lost at the end, we take a little suitcase to come home: 308,49$. 

 

09th of July 2022: Wedding-Day! 

 

- we call again to the airport, now the didn’t make us any hope, to get our luggage back, cause  

  the luggage was in London, as their told us, and their the stuff work it up, piece for piece, so    

  we shall   make a baggage-claim.   

 

To the wedding – party we went as looks like farmers, in Jeans and T-Shirts! Shame for us, 

shame also for the the airports, that works for that situation!  

 

11th of July 2022: Back to Germany:  

 

- BA 282, Los Angeles > London, Departed 15:40 PM: The machine starts one our later, so  

  We missed the fly:  

 

- BA 962, London – Hamburg, Departed 11:10AM, we got a new fly  

 

- BA 974 London – Hamburg, Departed 13:30 PM, 

 

so endlessly we arrived Germany at the 12th of July 2022. At the airport in Hamburg we found 

our luggage!  

 

On the next side (4) you can see a list in right order to see our repayment that we expect for 

this unexpected strangeness flies. Thanks for nothing! 

 

 

Reiner + Christiane Bode 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Reiner + Christiane Bode 
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List for repayment for lost baggages and cost for hotels and shuttles: 

BA 969/ 193/282/962/974, 

AA 135/ 288/ 2543 

 

Date Name Pound £ Dollar $/        DK Euro € 

2022/06/16 Wedding-
Dress Reiner 

   
    100,00 € 

2022/06/21 For wedding + 
bowling 
(guest-
known-party 
2022/07/08) 

  
 
 
                  /1.000 DK 

 
 
 
    134,40 € 

2022/07/05 Hotel London  199,00 £   

2022/07/05 Shuttle Hotel-
Airport 

   
 25,99 £ 

  

2022/07/05 Bottle of 
Water 

   1,45 £   

2022/07/06 Hotel Dallas  237,41 $  

2022/07/06 Dinner in 
Hotel 

   90,00 $  
 

2022/07/07 Appartment 
without using 

  
375,00 $ 

 

2022/07/07 Taxi > App. 
LA 

   82,96 $  

2022/07/07 For Dental 
cleaning 

  
    1,59 $ 

 

2022/07/08 Mobile         80,00 € 

 
Cost for 
missing 

 
Luggage:  

 
BA0125394316 

 
+ BA 0125394389 
 (BA 0125089257 

 

2022/07/08 Long Beach 
Ross – Dress 

  
 308,49 $ 

 
 

 
Extra-booking 
for seats + 
luggage 

 
 
QVJOFE:  

   
 
 
 

2022/07/03 Sitzplätze 
A54+ B54 

   
     110€ 

2022/07/04 Gepäck        120€ 

Total €         544,40€ 

Total £         226,44 £=        

Changes € 1€ = 0,8442 £        268,23 €     

Total $         1.095,45$  

Changes €  1€ = 1,0082 $  1.086,54 €  

Total DK                       1.000DK  

Changes €  1€=7,4391 DK                      134,42 €   

Total €     2.033,59€ 

Bremen, 15th of July 2022  

 

Calculated exchange-rates from the: 2022/07/18.  
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This misstakes  are unbeliveble if someone booked for fly:  

 

- 24 hours before flying, everybody can look for his seats, in the booking order for his fly:  

  why we must told 110€? 

 

- What ist that for a mess, that we can book luggage-extra for flying back, but not for flying 

  to our Point of travelling? 

 

- The normal way to rent something: A car/ a taxi/ a bus/ a train or a fly: The customer ordered  

 

to travelling with the adequate conveyance transport. So, why BA cancelled our flight-back? 

That’s OUR job as customer, if we want to cancell!  

 

As you can see in the end oft he letter, you find our Bank-Connection, were you can see the 

IBAN and BIC.  

 

So we expect your answer and payment in the next time.  

 

Sincerely yours 

 

Reiner + Christiane Bode  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Enclosure:  

Recepts, 

booking-reports,  

fly-tickets 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Reiner + Christiane Bode/ 
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